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The scenes above show Mulford Scull, the outboard motor boat
champion, as he hits it up to 40 m. p. h. Below he is seen enjoying a

quick lunch and a Camel. After eating he says: ‘Camels set me right.’

Copyright, 1937, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C.

LIKES a few fast rounds of
squash racquets during his
lunch hour. “When I’m
tired I get a ‘lift’ with a
Camel,” says Theodore
Crockett, business man.

N

1929, Mulford

Scull

became

National

Amateur Champion. This year he made a
clean sweep of the Class “A” Outboard events at
the Miami Regatta. The trophies he’s won in
his years of racing fill a room.
Jolts, vibration, nervous tension—are all part

of what an outboard driver undergoes. In
Mulford Scull’s own words:
“The way these outboards bounce knocks
the daylights out of digestion. Yet when chow

Costlier Tobaccos

are Naturally Mild!
Camels are made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS...
Turkish and Domestic
... than any other
popular brand.

comes around, I’m right there—all set with
Camels. They help keep my digestion on an

pa

“A SALESGIRL can’t afford
jangled nerves,” says Maxine Hollen. “I’ve chosen
Camels— once and for all.
Camels don’t upset my
nerves or irritate my throat.”

even keel. And they never jangle my nerves.”

JACK OAKIE IS BACK ON THE AIR!
Tune in on the fun-making President of Oakie College
and his college variety show, including Benny Goodman’s
Swing Band, this Tuesday night at 9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30
pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T.—
WABC-CBS.

FOR DIGESTION’S SAKE — SMOKE CAMELS!
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Waste Land to Canterbury
© By John McCluskey
trating the limiting and crippling effect of a
The writer discusses a recent drama by
T. S. Eliot and compares it with a drama
on the same theme written by Tennyson.
The article is a clever bit of literary
criticism, sparkling and interesting.

Tomas

STEARNS ELIOT has made slow

progress across his “Waste Land,” that
post-war nightmare of “chaotic strivings and
baffled desires,” but with “Murder in the
Cathedral’ he seems to have arrived in the
Promised Land. This native of the United

States, now a British citizen, is perhaps the most
authoritative critic of two continents; his poetry

up to the present has none the less been vastly
different from that which he admires. A classicist who defines tradition as “the means by

which the vitality of the past enriches the life
of the present,’”’ he has not heretofore written
traditional poetry; a warm admirer of Dryden,
his own medium is free verse; the sanest of all
the critics, yet, paradoxically, some of his verse
has been little more than gibberish, unintelligible even to those initiated by the author’s
prose explanations. Here is a comparatively
clear passage, a good fingering exercise for
the typist:
“Et O ces voix d’enfants chantant dans la

coupole.
Twit twit twit

Jug jug jug jug jug
So rudely fore’d.
Tereu.”’
But investigation of Mr. Eliot’s healthy prose,
which has recently been concerned with ‘‘illus-

separation from tradition and orthodoxy” discloses that he revealed the chaos of modern
life, not because he liked it but because he
hated it. He purposely made himself the spokesman of an era of futility and frustration,
indulging in planned obscurity and deliberate
mystification, choosing vulgar themes and
handling them with cynical brutality. He ex-

plains his attitude in one essay, “In one’s prose
reflections one may be legitimately occupied
with ideals, whereas in the writing of verse
one can only deal with actuality.” In similar
vein he has called the Restoration drama
impeccable because it laughs at human nature

for failing to practice Christian morality. Mr.
Eliot is not a humanist, although a Harvard

graduate who studied under Irving Babbitt; yet
he agrees with the humanist position, making
an important reservation: ‘‘Without religion
and science—without emotional and intellectual
discipline—humanism tends to shrink into an
atrophied caricature of itself.’ Now that Eliot
has reached the stage where he calls himself
a classicist in literature, a royalist in politics,

and an Ango-Catholic in religion, he appears
to have something more consistent than “admiration from afar’ for religion. “There is a

profounder meaning of the term ‘blasphemy’
in which some modern authors (including,
possibly, myself) may have been gravely
guilty.”” To vigorous approval of M. Jacques
Maritan’s aesthetic philosophy Mr. Eliot has
added “Murder in the Cathedral,’ a poetic
drama which is Catholic, not Anglican, in

spirit, in faith, and in practice. One wonders
if the relentless chase of the Hound of Heaven
has caught up to T. S. Eliot.
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Like the Greek models, “Murder in the
Cathedral” has unity—in Eliot’s earlier poems
that characteristic was conspicuous by its
absence. The theme, not so much an exposition
of the triumph of St. Thomas a Becket as it is
a presentation of the philosophy of martyrdom,

although a faint idea
radiant grandeur can be
“A martyr, a saint, is
design of God, for His
them and to lead them,
His ways—The martyr

is introduced by the clammy, nameless fear of

thing for himself, not even the glory of martyrdom—tThe Church is fortified by persecution:

the chorus early in the first scene; it is carefully maintained throughout. The play begins
with Thomas’ arrival in England, December,
1170. Through the chorus we learn of the love
which the priests and the poor have for their
long-absent shepherd. Immediately the exchancellor is beset with temptations. The first
comes by way of an old friend who reminds
Thomas of the easy, gay life led in the world.
The second temptation takes the form of an
attempt to win Thomas’ consent to resume the
Chancellorship that he might regain the King’s
favor.
“To condemn kings, not serve among their
servants,
Is my open office. No! Go.”
The

next

enticing

offer

comes from

the

barons, who invite him to throw the powerful
protection and advantage of Church favor on
their side, ending the jurisdiction of the King’s
court over both Bishops’ and barons’ courts. But
“It is not better to be thrown
To a thousand hungry appetites than to one.”
“King rules or barons rule—
They have but one law, to seize the power and

keep it.”
The final temptation, more subtle and harder
to resist than all the other three, is the whisper

of spiritual fame and the lasting fruits of
martyrdom.

The soon-to-be-martyred

prelate

penetrates to its depths this most insidious of
Satan’s snares:
“This last is the greatest reason—
To do the right deed for the wrong reason,
Those who serve the greater cause may make
the cause serve them.”
The next scene, Becket’s Christmas sermon in
Canterbury cathedral, is based on the actual

text St. Thomas used on that occasion. Eliot
happily uses prose, certainly his best medium,

for the sermon, a masterpiece of simplicity and
unction worthy of Chrysostom or Newman. An

organic whole, it hardly admits of quotation,
Page four

of its quiet but truly
discovered in excerpts:
always made by the
love of man, to warn
to bring them back to
no longer desires any-

supreme, so long as men will die for it.’
Eliot has often in previous poems made use
of paraphrases and borrowed lines. The device
is used to good effect in the scene during which
priests, on December 29, the fatal day, carry

banners of St. Stephen, St. John and the Holy
Innnocents and lend liturgical solemnity by
selections from the Introits for the days after
Christmas. Again, when Thomas is slain and
the “Dies Irae” is sung off-stage, bits of the
hymn are interspersed in the lines spoken by the
chorus. As the ‘Te Deum” is chanted in the
finale, its motif of triumph is artistically woven
into the English fabric of the chorus’ lines.

Something of a jar is felt by readers of the
play, and doubtless a more severe one is experienced by spectators, when the four knights
come forward after the murder with a farcical

justification of their sacrilegious deed. The
half-truths and false reasoning are delightfully
ironic, but it is a relief when the author returns
to his original mood for the final moments.

Had Shakespeare not lived so close to the
turbulent period of Henry VIII and in the
reign of that monarch’s illustrious daughter,
one of his immortal tragedies might be
“Becket.” If the theme did occur to him, and
certainly its dramatic possibilities must have

appealed to his fertile brain, he would have

had to stifle the very thought. For the eighth
Henry had desecrated the shrine of St. Thomas,
the shrine to which the second Henry had come,
barefoot, to expiate his crime, the shrine which

inspired the first great English poem. When

Eliot’s play was presented two years ago at the

Canterbury festival under the auspices of the

established Church St. Thomas was officially
recognized in his own cathedral for the first
time since Henry VIII.

It is of interest to the reader of Eliot’s play

that Tennyson wrote a drama with “Becket”

as its title. The Victorian laureate desired success in the drama as a crowning achievement

of his fame in other literary fields. In his career

as a dramatist, undertaken late in life, the

trilogy of “Queen Mary,” “Harold,” and
“Becket,” all in blank verse, is most noteworthy.
Tennyson proposed to illustrate the making of
England by a dramatic portrayal of three great
turning points in its history. “Becket” is the
only one given professional production, and
that in the year after the poet’s death. That
Tennyson himself considered it closet drama
is evidenced by its dedicatory preface in which
the author admits that “Becket” “is not intended in its present form to meet the exigencies
of our modern theatre.” It is the best of his

dramatic poems, typically Tennysonian in its
melody and accurate form. But it differs fundamentally from Eliot’s compact drama.
Tennyson attempted to portray the actual
character of the historical Becket as well as
that of Henry, Eleanor, Louis of France and the
others in the cast; none of the important events
from the death of Theobald to December of
1170 are omitted; much extraneous material is
introduced. The political and personal forces
that brought about Becket’s assassination are
Tennyson’s primary concern. Eliot’s play is

the distinction between right and wrong illuminates “Murder in the Cathedral’; it gives to

the struggle of Thomas a pertinency which
shows his striving to be as vital in our day
as it was in his own. Tennyson’s play is told
through the actions and words of the characters—Eliot’s players sometimes become convenient abstractions, the story being told chiefly
in the musings of the author, through the
classical medium of the chorus. In ‘Murder in
the Cathedral’ the problem seems more real
than Thomas, although Eliot’s hero, particualrly
in the Christmas sermon, does occasionally
come to life. Tennyson’s Becket is just one of
the characters in his play, taking a part in a
long series of episodes. For a knowledge of the
facts, Tennyson’s drama is almost as valuable
as primary source material; he introduces
actual personages, interesting characters—
Walter Map, Rosamund, Roger of York. To
appreciate the significance of ‘‘Murder in the
Cathedral” one must bring a knowledge of facts
to the play, bearing in mind that the words
which Eliot gives St. Thomas a Becket to say
are true:

rather the presentation of Becket’s conflict
between his aspiration to sanctity and outward

forces which press upon him. It reveals the
difficulties he encountered in traversing the
chosen path of martyrdom. The awareness of

“T know that history at all times draws
The strangest consequence from remotest
cause.”

Confessions of a Grunt
® By Jim Martin
The editor gives us his account of some
vacation experiences as a grunt. Read
the article and discover for yourself
who a grunt is. You will find the article
interesting and humorous.

Move critics last summer were of the
opinion that Warner Brothers had entered a new field in depicting the lives of electric power lineman in the screen version of

lot of material never got by the board of censors, as those who read the book and saw the
film will agree. I was, and still am, inclined to
think that the writer was unnecessarily realistic
in spots.
Nevertheless, these misgivings did not prevent me from being captivated by the story and
I became acutely desirous of gaining firsthand information. Circumstances refusing to

William Haines’ novel, “Slim.” In fact it was

permit my joining those hardy souls who build

declared that they had discovered a new
source of glamor with which to sate the appetites of jaded movie-goers. If I remember correctly, Mr. Haines himself revised the original

towers and string wire across country, I had
to be content with becoming a “grunt” in what
one of Haines’ characters called rather contemptuously “the maintainings,” which is argot

story to fit the screen, and as is usually the

for the power companies operating in built-up

case in such transformations, it was abridged,
certain characters forgotten about and quite a

areas of the country, supplying electricity to
metropolitan districts. Before recounting my
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subsequent experiences, I will devote an explanatory paragraph to the “grunt” and his
functions.

The term is usually applied to apprentices,
individuals who are just beginning line work.
“Earthworm” is another variation, while the
most dignified appellation is ‘‘ground-man.”’
They are really linemen’s assistants, and every
line crew includes one or more, depending on

the size of the crew. The duties of the grunt
are manifold. Modern specialized industrial
planning has to some extent limited them to unskilled labor, as digging holes, setting poles,
etc. Some companies maintain crews composed
entirely of grunts, wherein the potential lineman gets his start at the bottom of the scale, as
does anyone who enters electrical transmission
work, excluding engineers, of course. (So many
of ’em are half-baked anyway!) On.large jobs,
a machine is used for excavation. But when
lines are built across rocky country, dynamite
and the compressed-air drill is employed.

After graduating to a regular line crew, the
grunt has to learn where material is kept on the
truck, and that vehicle carries a little of everything, from a dozen sizes of bolts, various types
of insulators, handlines, snatch-blocks, slackblocks, to rubber safety goods, guy-wire,
ground-wire, anchor rods, and plates, and so
on. He must quickly master the stock knots,

the half and double hitch and bowline, being
of primary importance. A great deal of em-

phasis is placed on knowing how to tie knots,
because serious injury
imperfect knowledge.
for the “bony half”
bolts), the grunt ties

could be the result of an
When a lineman shouts
(a cross-arm containing
the arm on a handline,

pulls it up the pole, and a poorly tied knot can
easily come undone in transit. In that event,
the heavy arm comes hurtling downward, and
even if he escapes having it wrapped around
his neck, the grunt receives a cussing, an art,
by the way, at which the lineman is a past
master.
The vernacular of a line crew is peculiar to

If neither powder nor drill can be obtained,

the work, and is so much gibberish to the un-

the work of digging a hole is turned into an
arduous task which may last for a few hours,
or days. A tool, facetiously dubbed ‘“‘the black
pencil” is then called into play. It is a heavy
(you think it’s made of lead) metal bar, about
two and one-half inches thick, and eight feet
long, having one end pointed, the other with

initiated. The grunt quickly learns that when a
lineman calls for a “hardhead” or a “tack,” he
wants a heel-bolt, used for fastening the braces
of a cross-arm to the pole. “Chicken-feed”’ is a
term meaning clamps for holding ground-wires.
At the outset, nearly every grunt is subjected to
merciless ribbing by the lineman. For instance,

a chisel tip. When you know that a hole has to

he may be told to get a “pair of polebenders,”

be dug through six feet of solid rock, there is
nothing more disheartening, after slamming the
bar down with all your might, than seeing a
little puff of dust, and a few infinitesimal

or a “set of sky-hooks” off the truck. The grunt
may spend hours looking for them, and returns
empty-handed. There are no such things.

flakes chipped off. It isn’t so bad in cold

In the next step, the grunt actually begins
to climb poles. At this point, he holds a rather

weather, but when Old Sol bears down around
100, a refreshing breeze becomes twice as welcome as a cool bottle of beer to a fat man lost
in the desert with a teetotaller and a box of
soda crackers. And if he gets thirsty, the grunt
can always walk down the road to the nearest
farmhouse and get a drink—provided there are
no cross dogs about.
The first hole a grunt digs is usually a sight
to behold. On an average they are supposed to
be about two feet in diameter and six feet deep.
The hardest part is to keep them straight. I
had to dig one in an alley against the wall of a
shed and within smelling distance of an abattoir. The finished product was passable as

regards depth, but leaned twenty degrees from
the perpendicular and was about three feet

across.
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vague rating, and is distinguished by the title
of ‘‘clumsum.” After some research, I managed
to discover the origin of this term: It seems that
once upon a time, a young man in applying for
employment, expressed a desire for line work.
“What experience have you had?” And his
reply was, “‘Well, I’ve clumb some.”
The beginner usually gets some thrills in

climbing poles for the first few times. I get a
sinking sensation in the pit of my stomach
every time I recall the occasion when Ifirst put

on the “hooks.”’ Our crew was building an extension line in a rural district. The job was
about wound up, save for “tieing in” (fastening wires to insulators on crossarms) and making it hot. I was instructed to tie in a pole and
everything went well at first. It was only a

35-foot pole, my spurs were long, and as long

as I remembered to keep knees out and tail
down, it was a breeze. But, I reached the crossarm, and started to pass my safety-belt around
the pole, when unconsciously my knees were
pulled in toward the pole, with the result that
both spurs “‘kicked out” simultaneously. It was

a sheer drop to the ground and a barbed-wire
fence ran flush with the butt of the pole. Happily, I managed to clutch both the cross-arm
braces and dangled there until I could ram the

repairing equipment or, more often, swapping
yarns. These yarns when told by veteran line-

men usually concern hair-breadth adventures
experienced in “shooting trouble.’”’
Troubleshooting is the phase of linework in which the
element of public service is most striking.
Trouble is a broad term used to designate the
myriads of ways that the electric supply of a
community may be interrupted, involving

broken wires, blown transformer fuses, poles

spurs in again. I advise anyone who desires to
experience the buck ague to try that.

being felled by high winds, and so on. This type
of work is invariably done under the most
unfavorable circumstances, at top speed, and

At that, I was luckier than many. Some fel-

it is done at night, in violent rain or sleet storms.

lows, who like to get tanned, work stripped to

And there, too, is where efficiency counts the

the waist. They have to be particularly careful
not to cut out in ascending or descending a pole,
because , when that happens, it is an involuntary reflex to wrap both arms about the pole in
an effort to keep from falling. But gravity has

most.

with no let-up until the job is finished. Much of

to be reckoned with, and, if it’s a cedar pole,
the unfortunate spends the next few days picking out splinters from his torso. If it’s a “‘blackjack” (a yellow pine pole, heavily creosoted)
—well, it just isn’t the pleasantest thing in the
world having the skin of the stomach rubbed
off and creosote burns like blazes. If you fall,
the best thing is to get as far from the pole as
possible, because you won’t stop till you hit the
ground anyway.
_ On rainy days, line work is usually at a standstill, and the crew sits in the truck, until the
rain ceases. Time is passed by playing pinochle,

One wrong impression given by the picture
“Slim” was that it failed to lay sufficient stress

upon the difference between the grunt and the
full-fledged first-class lineman, in point of experience. In practice, ten years is not a long
time to reach the top of the profession. This is
a necessary condition, because the business is
a frankly dangerous one, and a long apprentice-

ship as a grunt is infinitely desirable to a short
life “upstairs.”” You can’t argue with high
voltage, and the first mistake is usually the
last. Remember the climactic scene in which
Slim’s pal, Red Blaik, his body thrown clear
by the broken cable, hung by one arm to the
framework of the blazing substation, poised

for an instant, then plunged into the inferno
below?

THE LINEMAN
They don’t wave no banners embroidered in

gold,
In Latin nobody can read,
They don’t do no braggin’ of deeds that are bold,

Their motto is “Service with Speed.”

Folks forget when the baby gets sick in the
night
And storm rages fiercely outside,
What they owe to the feller that’s makin’ a

fight
That their service shall not be denied.

Their armor ain’t nothin’ but slickers and boots,
Their weapons are climbers and pliers,
Their battles are fought where high tension
shoots
And death lurks unseen on the wires.

So here’s to the lineman, the son-of-a-gun
That can go without sleep for a week
That sticks to the job till it’s every bit done
And the feeders can carry the peak.

They’re fightin’ the gales, the blizzards and ice

For his is the knighthood that’s noblest by far—

Protectin’ the towers and spans,

With effort not measured in hours or price—
For one cause—just service to man.

That highest and mightiest clan,

That’s fightin’ the battles of things as they are
For the cause of the Service of Man.

—Chan Gardner.
(Reproduced from “Public Service,”’ monthly
publication, by and for the employees of the
Philadelphia Company.)
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Luny Lunacies
@ By Martin J. Hillenbrand
During the vacation this article of Martin gathered dust in the files. Martin is
no longer a student at Dayton but we
believe this article is too clever and
humorous to be missed, hence we are
presenting it to our readers.

E VER so often a bug bites the American
people. The virus spreads, suffuses the
entire conglomorate, and soon every individual
begins to act crazily, do things he would
ordinarily never think of doing, lose all sense

of time and relative value—when finally he
slumps in exhaustion, rests awhile, rises and
goes about his normal life, till another bug
bites. If this sounds disjointedly insane—and it
is—it is no further off the bat than the American people when a fad sweeps the country.
By a fad, I mean of course, something like
miniature golf which has no reason for existing
in a rational world, but is very likely to be
invented in an irrational country.
Having participated in many of the orgies
personally, or at least having suffered through
them, I cannot take a purely scientific attitude;
but as most sociologists, in whose sphere these
phemomena fall, I suppose, were involved
themselves, and along with them physicists,
chemists, astronomers, artists and other ists—
the scientists left to take a scientific attitude
must be very rare indeed. But who wants to take
a scientific attitude anyway toward such delightful dreams as chain letters, such engrossing entities as jig saws?
Out of the hazy past, I remember first Mah
Jong and not very much of that. I do not recall
faintly that the Washington Naval Conference
was giving our admirals headaches about the
same time that China’s gift to the Occident

Treaty effects, I concede that perhaps the first

perspective was the proper perspective.

At

least Mah Jong built a bond between America
and China, though Americans manufactured
all the sets—just like chop suey which was
invented in San Francisco. And people who

kept repeating “Temple of the Golden Goblet’
couldn’t help becoming better poets.
A gap of several years intervenes in my
memory, though undoubtedly cyclical crazes

left no gap. Next I recall cross-word puzzles,
which still exist with a constantly diminishing
circle of devotees. For some reason or other
philology, orthography and related studies
sprang into popularity when they became part
of a puzzle. Dictionary sales multiplied by ten,
and if you don’t believe me, write to any publisher. Pencils, pencil-sharpeners, newspaper
circulations, puzzle-books, even books on how
to solve puzzle-books and puzzles in general,
boomed in business; university professors gave
lectures on the technique of cross-word puzzle
composition and solution; and even a high-

grade moron could glow with a bit of intellectual pride when he thought of the answer to
“‘a three-letter word for huge.” Ra, Egyptian
sun-god and filler of odd-corners deluxe, came
into his anthropological own; while every addict became a potential printer because he
knew the meaning of pi.
That was around 1925, and was probably the
most brain-exercising of all crazes. For my faith

in the American people, I hope that is why it
had such a lingering death.
Then came English Channel swimming,
initiated in 1926 by the record-breaking craw]
of Gertrude Ederle, who rapidly became
“Trudy” and a national heroine. Obviously this

became a profitable industry; in fact I do not

couldn’t be commercialized into an American

recall it at all. But I can visualize yet that
glorified domino, with all the little blocks and
chips and figures, each fantastically labeled
“Son of the Dragon,” “Daughter of the Sun-

in proper perspective the conference and the

pastime, but the newspapers could make it an
American interest; and when New York
dumped a hundred tons of ticker tape on the
returning Trudy’s parade things began to pick
up. Strap-hangers scanned their morning sheets
eagerly to discover just who was breaking
water for Dover today, whether he or she used
the breast, crawl, or some mystery stroke.

game; and surveying the world today and the

Every child of five could rattle off Trudy’s

flower,” “Keeper of the Celestial Hearth,” or
some other mouth-filling Cathayan fancy. A

modicum of maturity has allowed me to place
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records of 14 hours 29 minutes, which stood
off all assaults while its maker toured the country in vaudeville and performed a few fillips in

a “specially-built tank.”
But
when
trying
breast

vicarious achievement pales soon; and
some plump old German truck-horse,
for thirty years and using the prosaic
stroke, smashed all records to smith-

ereens, romance faded. The death-blow landed
with a young Englishwoman who swam about

half-a-mile, then crawled into a motor boat
till near Dover, flopped back into the water and
landed gloriously with a new mark. Feted by
London, her conscience began throbbing; rev- .
elation followed—and Channel swimming became just another eccentricity again like flag-

pole sitting.

Came Bridge. Running daily syndicated
columns on all the fine points, Ely Culbertson,
wife, and other “experts” reaped shekel harvests; and if you couldn’t quite come up to

Evidently the stock-market boom had ended,
but something else had begun—depression,

which, while it could hardly be called a fad,
became anything but a fancy. Other crazes continued to rise and fall, the uncertainty, the
tension of the times, perhaps accelerating the
cycles.

Who hasn’t played miniature golf?

Who

hasn’t wondered why he played it? Yet it made
several new millionaires, cleaned the weeds and
tin cans out of empty lots, and along with
Bobby Jones made the country golf-conscious.
Since dance and endurance marathons were
coming into the limelight concomitantly, the
two lunacies were combined. Result: the miniature-golf endurance contest, which was just
about the last straw. I remember passing one
of these monstrosities in full swing. With beds
right out in the center of hoops, pipes and

greens, the bleary-eyed contestants feebly pep-

booklets, bridge tournaments and all that,
loomed important. People took semi-weekly

pered away at elusive holes, while a milling
crowd gawked. Every round someone got some
sleep, fifteen minutes at a time, I think—then
all over again. This was around the thirtieth
day, so even the gapers were nearing exhaustion. Sole owner of a fresh look was keeper of

bridge lessons like their kids took piano les-

the till.

contract, at least you could play auction. Bridge

widowers, bridge jokes, bridge sets, bridge

sons, while a new professional man, the bridge

expert, hung up his shingle. Now the thing has
slumped into the position of a popular card
game, though still a bit ritzy and aristocratic,

just as poker and pinochle remain tainted with
commonness, even crudeness; but the initial

zest with which we sat up through a night

But it went the way of all flesh and creations

of the flesh. Today I boast of having seen
recently one of the three remaining miniature
golf courses in the country, but by now they
may be dead and moulding, with overgrowing
weeds—symbols of something or other.

waiting for that no-trump hand is irrevocably

gone for all except a few.

I come now to more modern times, when

memories are vivid and follies apparently more
As 1929 opened, Wall Street’s great bull
market flooded the country with stock sales-

numerous. In the order of appearance and
demise I cite: ping pong, which, along with

men. Quotations zoomed up and up; commonsense sank down and down. Home-going com-

yo yo tops, caused a new wave of Philippino-

muters opened first to the business page instead
of the sport page; and even hotel pages had

sumed the title of ‘‘table tennis’;

Hawaiian immigration and euphemistically as-

jig-saw

enough investors to take it all, the banks in-

puzzles, which ruined many a mahogany tabletop and gave work to unemployed artists;
chain-letters, through which the suckers expected a million, got nothing, enriched a few
lucky enough to start sending early, and helped
pull the post office out of the red; monopoly,

vested themselves. Higher, higher! American

aptly and rather bitterly termed, after an all-

their fingers in the pie. If you couldn’t raise the
money, buy on margin; you were bound to win
out anyway. Who cared? Banks threw around

loans recklessly to all takers; if there weren’t

Can 236, General Motors 365, A. T. & T. 457.

night bout

Every day higher! Till boom—Black Friday in

“monotony”; Screeno and Bank Nights, which

October, 1929!
The bottom fell out of the
market, and pistol sales went up. Professors of

put show-houses back on their financial feet
again, and conclusively proved that the best

of mortgages

and_ subdivisions,

economics were stuck along with brokers and

way to make money in this country is to offer

plain suckers.

the people something for nothing and give them
just what they pay for; and finally Fairs and
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Expositions, world and otherwise, which every
city of respectable size has sponsored or intends
to sponsor, following, I am very proud to say,
the successful example of Chicago.

Has America a monopoly on these cyclic
lunacies? I doubt it; in fact Holland’s tulip

craze, England’s South Sea Bubble affected
people far more drastically than most of ours.
But if not bigger, we have them oftener; without them this would be a pretty drab country
for our standardized millions to live in; with
them and a sense of humor at least life is
tolerable.

The Burns of America
© By Marguerite M. Parrish
If you prefer the simple things of life,
if you like to reminisce, then this pleasant study of the Hoosier poet will appeal

to a local paper brought him into newspaper
work. Writing under the name of “‘Benjamine
F. Johnson, of Boone,” he won a delighted and

to you.

glowing audience for his dialect verse.

Ts American poet who wrote of childhood with such tender pathos and humor
was like Robert Louis Stevenson in having the
vivid memory of his own earliest years that

enabled him to interpret the impressions, feelings, and whimsical fancies of children. When

he was over forty years old he collected in
“A Child’s World” those of his poems which
described the simple pleasures of his boyhood
in Greenfield, Indiana, where he was born in
the year 1854. And in that region of cornfields
and orchards, there were many people who
remembered the sturdy, flaxen-haired, little
boy with wide-open eyes who had been affectionately known as “Buddy.” An active, daring,
exploring little fellow, he was a leader in boyish
sports. And because of his gift of mimicry, and
friendliness with old and young he was a welcome guest in every farmhouse.

“Wasn’t it pleasant, O brother mine,
In those old days of the lost sunshine
Of youth, when the Sunday’s chores were
through,
And the “Sunday’s wood” in the kitchen, too,
And we went visiting, ‘‘“me and you,”

Out to old Aunt Mary’s.”’
When James Whitcomb Riley’s village school
days were completed it was intended that he
should study law in his father’s office, but the
adventurous youth ran away with a traveling
patent medicine troupe. He soon abandoned
that business, however, to support himself by
sign painting, and at twenty a poem contributed
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“O’er garden blooms
On tides of musk,
The beetle booms adown the glooms
And bumps along the dusk.”
Mr. Riley’s dialect impresses us with the
belief that it is genuine, and not literary; that
it represents, as nearly as may be, a spoken

speech. He had the art—perhaps one should
say the gift—of writing about the things of
everyday life in an unusual fashion, with an
insight that reveals more than reaches the eye,

and that separates the common from the
commonplace.
“High up, through curled green leaves, a pear

Hangs hot with ripeness here and there.”
As unerringly and lovely as Burns in the
Scottish lowlands, the ‘‘Hoosier poet” caught
the idiom of his own people and gave to it a
universality of feeling and experience. Riley
was not limited to dialect, for he wrote in
exacting forms of English verse with imagination, melody, and art. He gave expression to an
interesting and typical local condition of society

that has now passed away. Dramatic ability
that would have won expression on the stage
he used in public readings of his own works,
making them more widely known and admired.

His pictures of life on the farm, as in “The
Old Swimmin’ Hole,” are native to the soil.
Though they are exaggerated in their dialect
and bear heavily upon the emotional side, they
have a fresh quality that makes them popular

with thousands of ‘readers.
Riley appeals
strongly to the sentiment of town dwellers who

remember their farm childhoods. He painted

their recollections in beautiful golors; he made
the old farm life simple, quiet, and true in

America, young and old, can quoteRiley; they
know him by heart. In every village ang town
an allusion to “When the Frost Is On the
Pumpkin,” or “Little Orphant Annie”’ is instantly understood.

contrast with the trials of the workaday world.
This prevailing sentiment he expressed with
a dash of homely humor and in an easy-

flowing, swinging rhythm.
“Oh! the old swimmin’ hole! whare the crick
so still and deep
Looked like a baby-river that was laying half
asleep,
And the gurgle of the water round the drift

jist below
Sounded like the laugh of something we onc’t
ust to know

Before we could remember anything but the
eyes
Of the angels lookin’ out as we left Paradise.”

“When kings are kings, and men are men—
And the lonesome rain is raining—
O who shall rule from the red throne then,

And who shall wield the scepter when—
When the winds are all complaining?”
Beautiful, is it not? But, what does it mean?
Well, what does Poe’s “Ulalume” mean? The
two poems, one a masterpiece and the other
a fireside verse, each mean the same thing, an
expression of the beauty in melody and rhythm.
But who is the author of this lovely bit of
nonsense? Why, Mr. Riley, of course. He was

successful in more than one branch of poetry.
Up to an old age he kept the flaxen hair,

This author’s poems have in them the principle of life; they live because they embody
imaginations, beliefs and philosophies of ordinary, everyday things. They live and nothing
can destroy them—neither the sharp, bitter
pangs of criticism nor the slow, dull ache of

wondering blue eyes, and ingenuous look of

boyhood, and when he read about “Little
Orphant Annie,” or “The Raggedy Man,” the

time. In them he expressed feelings that are

“Buddy” he used to be came back to his face
and voice, and won all hearts. A people’s poet,
of genuine gifts and personality, Riley became
the literary idol of Indiana. In his later years

common to ordinary men and women.

the school children of the state capitol cele-

“Such a dear little street it is, nestled away
From the noise of the city and the heat of the

day,
In shady coverts of whispering trees,

With their leaves lifted up to shake hands with

brated his birthday by marching in procession
and leaving flowers at his home.
This great old man was on the west side of
the meridian before he finally reached his
settled place of abode—

the breeze,

Which in all its wide wanderings never may
meet

“Gracious anchorage, at last,

From the billows of the past.”

With a resting place fairer than Lockerberry
Street.’’

Riley was a master of the sentiment that has
been called “the passion of the past.” He
expressed concretely what Tennyson expressed
in abstractions.
In Tennyson’s magnificent
blank-verse lyric “Tears Idle Tears” he set to
music the overpowering melancholy that possesses men and women at certain times when

After passing his sixty-sixth milestone, he
was feeling so much like a boy that time
seemed to promise “many happy returns of the

day.”’ But the end was not far away, for on
Saturday night, July twenty-second, at ten
minutes of eleven, the poet, having retired,
asked for a glass of water and turning on his
side fell asleep. As gently as twilight comes,
came the summons from the great Silent Land.

they remember events in their youth. Riley
“‘And this is fame! A thing indeed,

the old-fashioned country poet, expressed with
equal sincerity the same emotion. In all those
who remember their boyhood “The Fishing
Party”’ touches a responsive chord.

How really different was the journey’s end

The feeling in his poems is genuine, and the
sentiments
expressed
are _ universal.
All

for this lovely blue-eyed, flaxen-haired old man
—a poet, a philosopher, but at heart still a
child.

That only comes when least the need.”
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THE EDITOR’S SOAP BOX
This department may be regarded as a com-

plete innovation by new-comers to the University, but it is not. In examining the files of the

Exponent I noticed the Soap Box in issues of
1931, and for no other reason than that a new
administration usually changes things, I decided
to revive it. The title is amply indicative of
what will appear here, but a statement of

policy is nevertheless in order.
From the outset, I warn all and sundry that I
intend to devote this space to expression of
sentiment on the changing scene of world and
domestic affairs, without a great deal of planning or pause for reflection. I will probably

assume extremely radical attitudes, or perhaps

“The Road Back” reached Dayton late in the
summer, and while it was pretty fair entertain-

ment, as anti-war propaganda, it struck me as
a miserable failure. We may as well get used
to the idea that war is inevitable, and it is
incredible that we should embrace a pacifistic
program which would result in the destruction
of the nation. If the conscientious-objection
movement should succeed in winning the American people, as its propagators fervidly hope,
our national existence would be short-lived in

the event of foreign invasion: we would be
passively non-resistant, so there would be nothing to stop the invader. Peace through pre-

paredness is the only safe policy for the country to pursue.

be highly conservative, as the notion strikes me.

‘It is my belief that a college magazine will be-

It is imperative that we should secure and

come interesting to the majority if it succeeds

maintain adequate national defenses. In these
times, we are immune to invasion only insofar
as we are able to stop the foe before they reach
our shores. And to do that, we need as the first
line of defense, a navy second to none, to patrol

in producing articulate friction between various
schools of thought concerning current events.
I despise the attitude of “you have your idea,
I have mine, and what is to be will be.” Life

wouldn’t be very interesting, if we couldn’t
find someone with whom to argue. If necessary,
I can always wrangle with myself. But a one-

sided dispute lacks gusto. If and when occasion
arises, I will willingly step down from the Soap

Box to let someone else air his views, regardless of how acrimonious they may be, as long as

the seas from Newfoundland to Panama to
Hawaii to Alaska. The Air Corps is our line
of resistance next in order. We must improve

our coast fortifications and finally be prepared
to put a land force on the field if the enemy
destroys the navy and gains a foothold on our
territory.

they remain printable. I make this concession
because it would become a fearful bore, carrying a brace of shillalahs around all the time.
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In the sea and air, we are fairly safe. Only
the Army is doubtful. In a book which was

our military policy in years, General Johnson

which says that “one does not make nails out
of good iron, nor does one make soldiers out

Hagood came to the conclusion that we can de-

of good men.”

termed the most sensational pronouncement of
fend America. The General took too much for
granted. Last July, our army was increased to

165,000, a sadly inadequate force, ranking
seventeenth in the world along with Portugal.
Under our system, of course, the mass of a wartime army would be taken from civilian ranks,
but if the conscientious-objector sentiment has

Nevertheless, it is my contention that the
R.O.T.C. is an indispensable institution. It feeds
the regular army reserve, which in turn constitutes the skeleton for mass mobilization. If
it were abolished, we would be seriously handicapped in meeting a major national emergency.

widespread acceptance, there will be millions
of draft-dodging Bergdolls, and our national
existence is doomed. The outlook is further

darkened by the insidious pacifism to which
many American college students have been
converted.
)

The National Student Federation of America,
an organization composed of the student councils of 110 colleges, last year went on record
as being opposed to compulsory military train-

ing. Certainly, if the student governments of
110 campuses declare themselves in such a
manner, it would appear that the feeling against

the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps is quite
universal.

*

*

*

*

*

7

Now, if student thought on this campus is
at all comparable with that of other universities,
there must be some who differ with the above
statements. I may be wrong. Perhaps rigor
mortis has set in, and the students are not inter-

ested in this issue which is a very live one elsewhere. It seems to me that we should be discussing such things, for after all, we are going
to have to decide on a course sooner or later.
If we don’t attempt to sift the ideas before an
actual necessity for quick decision arises, we
will again be the victims of hysteria, and propaganda. The challenge is made: take it or
leave it.
*

*

*

*

x

*

Various arguments have been advanced by

the collegiate press in favor of abolishing compulsory military training. It has been assailed
as inefficient, undesirable, corroding and bru-

talzing. At the University of Kentucky last year,
a student wrote a letter to the editor, and
claimed it a pity that the millions annually
allotted to military training in colleges are not
devoted to some genuinely educational cause,

like the N. Y. A. He even hinted at dark deeds
by saying that it is more important to give the
youth of the country an education, instead of
teaching them to kill one another by military

training! But probably the most amusing example of the warped humor typical of the

There is no reason for ignorance on the
campus concerning current problems, particularly those having moral or a religious aspect.
According to the information received from

the religion department, reliable publications
are being distributed regularly to all students,
in the form of magazines, newspapers and

pamphlets. Many of these periodicals contain
the writings of persons who are recognized as
capable of analyzing trends of thought and
action in the world, and of giving comprehensive interpretations. At the moment, since the
international scene occupies the news spotlight,

this field is particularly well covered by the

delivered a potent blast versus the R.O.T.C.

press, and new aspects of various situations are
being discussed from different points of view
in order to spread knowledge, and allow the

when he quoted the ancient Chinese proverb,

public to form intelligent opinions.

college pacifist, had its origin at the University
of Cincinnati where a student editor thought he
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FEMININE
PHILOSOPHY
A REPLY TO A DEAN
On September 30, a local newspaper printed
the following: “Dean Grace S. M. Zarbaugh
warned Ohio State University women today
that they had less than one chance in 300
thousand to distinguish themselves in careers
and blamed the necessity for working during

Admitting that the time for study is limited,
we offer the suggestion that the time given over
to the performing of assignments and the review

of lectures be, of necessity, systematized. Can it
be denied that this is a very fitting manner of

their school years.

preparing one for the exacting hours of duty in
the career ahead? And who will “lose the

“Students employed through the winter are
not free to give themselves up to being real

the very reason for working is to make possible
the realization of that aim.

lofty aim of really succeeding in their field” if

students. They lose the lofty aim of really succeeding in their field,” she declared.

Dean Zarbaugh, we respect your words com-

ing from the lips of one who has seen years of
Undoubtedly Dean Zarbaugh had a reason

experience, but the hot blood of a young woman

for making her statement, and perhaps she

spurs her on to challenge you. Our aims are

had statistics to back her calculations. We are
taking the opposite stand and feel justified in

high; our careers are ahead of us. Why cannot
you who have found your niche let our genera-

criticizing the claims of one who, we admit,

tion of women fight our battles without having
to contend with both the pitfalls ahead of us

has much more experience than have we, and
has seen, too, the results of the circumstances
that she deplores. We, too, have seen results
and have lived and studied with students who
are employed during the scholastic year. It is
our opinion (government statistics will support

and the discouragements of those of you who
would hold us back by already writing our
obituary? When for so many the road is rugged,
why must you try to build across it a stone
wall?

us on this point) that students who work are
very much more likely to have a greater appre-

This is our verbal reply, the reply of all

ciation of the opportunities afforded them in

young women who know that the lives and

the basic training for future careers than have
those who are not employed. Usually, the time
spent by the first group in working is spent

achievements of those before us can be monu-

by the free group not in studying, but in recrea-

ments to spur us on but never weapons with
which to fight the battles before us. Give us
time and the peace of solitary endeavor, and

tion of one form or another.

we will reply in reality.

—ALMA C. BRAUN.
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U. D. GIRLS BEWARE

HER LAST FLIGHT
A tousled-haired woman waved a gay farewell to her husband and friends, signaled her
companion, and then settled into the cockpit

of her ship. The roar of the motor, a tense

moment, and then the plane shoved off to be-

come, as the minutes passed, a mere speck in
the heavens. Perhaps it was as the last suspicion of that shadow on the sky disappeared
that the man Putnam remembered the last

words of his wife a little while before: ‘This
is my last flight.”

Life is much too short at best, but the broadening influence of the University of Dayton has
not given the women students a realization of
this important fact. Every day they endanger
their lives and bring closer their last hour by
many strenuous and harrowing experiences. A
few of the terrifying experiences follow:
Do shut that window! I’m frozen stiff.
I’m so tired I can’t move.

Whatever you may think of her, you may be
assured that it is with great respect that we
dip our wings to the woman, Earhart. We felt,

That boy drives me insane every time I
see him.

too, the surge of regret that stopped the
nation’s heart-beat when the message was
broadcast that Earhart and Noonan were lost.

I am starved to death.

It was then, also, that we began to realize how
much Amelia Earhart had accomplished to

I will just die if professor gives a test.

further the fight of woman for a place in what

It is perfect torture to go to the class.

has been too long a man’s world.
Sensitive to beauty, fearless of dangerous
enterprise, neither forgetting that hers was a
woman’s heritage, nor hesitating to tread an

unbeaten

path,

Amelia

was

a

courageous

American woman.
—ALMA C. BRAUN.

BEFORE THE QUESTION MARK

It kills me to get up in the morning.

Speak louder; I can’t hear a thing.
I was petrified when professor called on me.
I was perfectly deluged by that rain this
morning.
ae

It’s so hot I am burning.

In religion: What part do women play in

the moral aspect of war?
In science: What will be the contribution of
Patricia Maguire to medical science?
In sociology: Should women inmates in
houses of correction be permitted “date-

We had a killing time.

eZ

I haven’t had a check from home for a
thousand years.

I dropped dead in my tracks when I heard it.

nights?”
In sports:

(Um...) How’s Michael Joe?

—MARGUERITE M. PARRISH.

—ALMA C. BRAUN.
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Roses and Guns
® By John J. Keeshan

A SHORT SHORT STORY
beautiful. But then again weren’t they like
T HE last vestige of day disappeared in the
little high-walled churchyard of San
Luis. Rose laden vines, which a moment before

them just a little? Nurtured to maturity only
to be cut down by some cruel hand motivated
by a desire to crush and dominate.

had been tinted by a glowing sun, clung to a
dew-moistened wall. A delicate aroma sifted
through the heavy air of the garden and sweetened its blackness. High over the garden a
man gazed at this scene from a casement win-

dow. He breathed deeply of the lovely aroma
and still remembered the tinted roses. For
weeks he had stood and gazed in this same
manner.
The heart of Captain Ramon Donet was with
the Loyal Militia, which at the moment was
sweeping the country, but the dark Latin wore
the uniform of the Leftists Legions. Around
his right arm was a red sash. Since the beginning of events the Captain, through his uncanny
ability to devote himself to any cause, had

posed as a violent radical and had proven himself a capable leader. It was only a matter of
weeks until he had risen to his present rank.
Men died quickly in this warfare and talent
did not go unheard or unheeded.
For six
months, from this little room, he had sent messages of destruction to his headquarters in

Oviedo. No doubt his superior officers in the

_ Loyal High Command there were greatly
amused to think that the Captain, one of their
own staff, should prove so successful as secret
agent behind the lines of the Leftists. The Captain laughed softly to himself. He wondered
what they would say if they knew the contents
of the note that little Maria, a fellow agent, had

managed to slip to him at the officers’ mess.
Somehow his identity had made itself known.
Strange how the most secret of things destroy

Off in the east flashes of light reddened the
sky. Echoing the flashes came the dull rumble
of heavy guns. The Captain’s hands clenched

at his side. He was responsible for those flashes
and those rumblings. A week before he had
given information concerning salient points in

the attack on that little town in the east. At
the very moment men in uniform with red
sashes about the right arm, huddled in crouching groups waiting to be flayed down like
wheat with each new onslaught of the steel
monsters. The Captain shuddered at the
thought. Sweat streamed down his forehead.

Why must he have been chosen by fate to play
this miserable part? Why must he have planned
the destruction of his fellowmen? But fate
evens a score and now he must pay the penalty.
In a few minutes men in uniform would pound

up the stairs and—.

Seated around a board table in a plain, unpretentious room were twelve officers of the

Leftists Legions. In front of this table a man
collected little white ballots of doom from
these twelve men, the Military Court. As he

passed along methodically, each officer raised
his head and nodded perceptibly. The orderly
glanced at each slip in turn and when the
twelfth was in his hand, turned from the table

to the other side of the room. There, standing
erect, with hands clenched at his side, stood
the Captain. The orderly nodded his head. Two
men advanced and stepping beside the Captain
motioned his exit.

their own end. During the meal he had avoided
the apprehensive glances of his companions.

“The Last Supper” titled the situation perfectly. Now back in his room he mused. What
had made him join this rotten mess, this car-

nage, this destruction? Why must man always
tear at his brother’s throat to satiate a lust for
power? Wasn’t it too bad that men couldn’t

be like the roses below him? They were so
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As day bathed the little churchyard, roses
glistened with dew and a soft, filmy vapor

arose from all sides. At the base of the wall
there lay two roses, their stems severed as if
cut by a hail of bullets. Flecking the delicate
petals were tiny bits of the plaster wall. Beside
the wall lay a red sash—a memento of death

inglorious.

Debunking the College
Hero
® By Marijane Spitler
O men, read what your sisters here at
Dayton think of you. What is your
answer?

H AVING a college hero is really part of
going to college, something on the order
of a tradition, and sooner or later every girl
conceives a hero for herself. Each month you °
read fiction idealizing the collegiate in glowing
terms and describing his admirable maculine
attributes, but who is there to point out the
other side of the story? Every silver lining must
have its cloud. Therefore, it is time someone
does a little debunking of the popular college
hero, whether he be an athlete, pre-med,
chemist, soldier, or just an honor student.
Take the girl who chooses a football man for

her ideal. It appeals to any feminine heart to
be able to stand up in the grandstand shouting
“Rah, Rah!” for some 200-pounder who is
smashing his way through eleven other big
huskies unaided by the mere ten other men on
his team—and doing it all for her. It is equally
romantic to stroll about the campus accom-

panied by a size 42 masculine sweater with a
gigantic letter occupying a minor position all
over the front and likewise to see this demi-god

blazoned on the front page of the home-town
paper. So far, we agree the football man lives
up to his reputation. But, may we inquire, just
what about the dances for which he cannot
break training—and what about the smashed
nose or black eye he may pick up along with
the glory? Even feminine pity finds it hard to
bear up under the more ludicrous injuries
which the letter man is apt to acquire.
And then there is the chemist. Most of us
have a secret feeling of awe and respect for

to waiting ten or fifteen minutes every noon
hour while he runs up to the lab to get his pet
crucible out of the oven, and they expect that
vacant look in his eye to be produced by a
mellow moon and not by the answer to a calculus problem which he suddenly thinks of and
which he proceeds to develop on the table
cloth. Also, he is always apt to show up at the
Senior Farewell with an eyebrow or two missing and a silver nitrate substitute.

Another type eligible for heroship is the premed student. With a little imagination, you can

conjure up a picture of a man in white smelling
pungently of antiseptics and balancing life and
death in his hands—I say that it takesa little

imagination because somehow the fellow sitting
next to you in zoology seems a long way off
from that ideal, but if you close one eye and

apply a little charity, it can be done. Besides,
he seems a pretty safe hero—but just wait until
he visits you some fragrantly cool evening and
calmly pulls from his coat pocket five or six
slides of pig embryos which he has to draw for
tomorrow’s class. Or if you survive that, how
about a young lady’s feelings when he culti-

vates his entomological interests and proceeds
to capture bugs and beetles in his handchief on
those nice (?) walks you take together?
The military man has an intriguing uniform,
but when he begins explaining all those
maneuvers (which way which man runs) even
the uniform loses its glamour. As for the honor
student, you probably won’t be able to understand just what he is talking about half of the
time, and then too he will doubtless want to
stay home and study now and then (no, junior,
those kinds of collegiates are not wholly extinct
—but going fast).

the young man brewing mysterious potions and
solving the wonders of nature amid a room full
of curious gadgets and impressive apparatus.
Now surely, the chemist can have no serious
disadvantages. Nevertheless, most girls object

You can, no doubt, add a few more hero-types
from your own personal experience—all of
which leaves you where? Right where you
began, without a date for tonight.
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Delirium
@ By Paul Wick

The Spanish war as seen from a bed in
the University infirmary with the observer in a super-heated condition.

W

ux or how my hate for Jose Fernandez originated is difficult to say; it
seemed to grow out of some unknown recess of
my mind until it became a passion, and each
time I saw him my bitterness increased. This
was all the more strange because of the fact
that Jose and I had been intimate friends for
years, both of us living comfortably in a respectable section of Madrid in our respective

bachelor quarters. Jose’s only living-companions were a servant and, of all things, a pet
crow whom he called Carlo. This crow could
actually speak, through a splitting of the
tongue, and perform several tricks. Jose was
most fond of him while I detested the creature,
whose beady eyes and racous voice seemed
eternally to watch and taunt me from his cage.
It somehow seemed to me that the accursed
bird knew of my feelings toward his master,
but Jose, I knew, had no knowledge of my
animosity. In our frequent visits and conversa-

tions he spoke freely and easily, in his usual
soft, purring monotone. I in turn never permitted my feelings towards him to be divulged
in any manner, being always the polite guest
or host, so that our acquaintance continued to

be as outwardly pleasant as usual.

When the Spanish Revolution began I had no
idea that it would assume the proportions which
it actually did. After some time, however, it
was evident the war was no minor affair. Thus
came my first idea for the actual removal of
my enemy. From recent conversations I knew
that he favored the cause of the Rebels, though
posing as a Loyalist, and that he frequently
played the role of a spy. In our last meeting,
when he had drunk a little too much wine, he
told me he was to receive special orders and
plans of the loyalist offensive which he was to

take personally to the rebel commander.

secretly informed one Francisco, a_ loyalist
leader, of my knowledge, and after days of

planning our method of capturing Jose was
complete, to the most minute detail.
The following week dragged interminably
but the chosen day finally arrived. During the
morning I found it impossible to do any work.
My mind was in a turmoil and I read, walked,
did everything imaginable to divert my thoughts

from the rapidly approaching evening. I think
that at times I came to know the agony and

despair of Judas but always my horrible hate
would pierce through this and I would find

myself gloating over the impending doom of
Jose.
That evening I anxiously awaited the coming

of Francisco. Shortly after dark he arrived,
with three men, and we started on our evil
mission. At Jose’s house I ordered the men to

wait outside the door. I would first enter and
make certain that Jose really had the plans.
After a timid knock, followed by a heavier,
bolder one the door was cautiously opened by
the servant who, recognizing me, quickly bade

me enter. As usual I was ushered directly into
Jose’s study. He greeted me quietly. Could it
be that he knew of my plot? But this was impossible; everything had been carried out in
strictest secrecy. In the corner sat his loathsome
pet, the crow, chortling softly and regarding
me soberly with his quick black eyes. A strange

impulse seized me, told me that somehow this
fiendish bird had discovered my plans. I quickly
recovered, however, as Jose quietly asked me

to be seated. From his desk he drew forth a
sheaf of papers, saying that this was the night

he had so long waited for. The rebel plans were
now complete and here—in these papers—was
the complete outline of the program. I had
heard enough. I casually excused myself, on
the pretense of getting my pipe from my top-

coat, and left the room. Walking swiftly to the
door I silently opened it, permitting Francisco
and his men to enter. Together, without a

sound, we approached the door of the study.
Here was my moment of triumph! I flung the

The time was now ripe for me to commit my

foul deed. With the greatest precautions I
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door open wildly and rushed in, closely followed
by the men.

With a low cry Jose rose and there stood
speechless, mouth agape. The capture required

in a stupor. When I awoke the first light of

dawn was appearing. What had I done? My

but a moment; Jose was quickly handcuffed

mind was in a riot, and I could still see the

and the precious document confiscated. The
servant was likewise arrested and now, the

face of Jose and hear his voice. Then from

deed done, I followed Francisco and his prisoners to the door. I could not bring myself to look
at Jose but, as I turned to leave he touched my

above, like the sound from hell, came the shrill
cry of—a crow!

I awoke with a start and dimly perceived

arm. I shall never forget his words.

two dark forms, one in the long robe of a nun

“You have betrayed me—you have murdered
me, but I bear you no malice. I will not suffer;
it is you who will suffer. I shall follow you
wherever you go; you will have no peace.
Even at night, as you try to sleep, I shall be
before you. No—I have no friend to avenge me

soberly.

—except Carlo, my crow; he is my only friend.”’

out of the infirmary window. There, perched
atop the bell-tower of the chapel sat a large

who talked quietly to a man who regarded me

With that I fled, running like a madman
down the dark, narrow street.

At length I

“Yes, doctor, delirious for four hours; tem-

perature 104.”
I rolled over in the bed and gazed dazedly

black bird. I shrieked aloud as I heard the

unmistakable “‘caw caw” of a crow.

stopped and fell down upon a small doorstep

IN THE MOONLIGHT
The timid shadows creep and hide,

Half in play and half in fright,
Beneath the brush on every side,
In the bright and clear moonlight.

The lonely sidewalk through the town,
Mile and mile, gleams ghostly white,
With no one walking up or down,
In the cold and still moonlight.
The windows ’bove the sunlit lawn,
Like an eye that has no sight,

Now blankly stare with curtains drawn,
In the white and chill moonlight.
Ah, me! this be the night that wakes

Mem’ries of the years whose flight
Was cruel to the heart that aches
In the sad and pale moonlight.
—AMBROSE NAKAO.
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Potpourri
SUMMER-HOUSE SPEAKING

And the parade moves on. Sometimes I wish
that, along with the ivy and moss that covers

I’m in a mellow mood, due, no doubt, to the
recent rains and the stealthy approach of
senility. One gets like that, you know. Still, it’s
not an easy thing to grow old in these surroundings. Youth is too abundant on this campus. So
when the leaves began to turn their vari-colored
brilliance to the ground and my old friend,
Frisk Squirrel, started a hectic search for more
and yet more acorns, I started to muse. You
see, I really haven’t anything else to do. My
job is to watch the parade go by. And a fascinating job it is.
You probably don’t remember, but U. D.
used to be, in the rather dim past, a thoroughly
masculine place. With the invasion of the
gentler sex, however, Robinson Crusoe beards
and slouchy corduroys have been relegated to
oblivion. I’ve even heard that some lads actually
use that utterly feminine thing known as nail
polish! A lot of pother, I say!
With the coming of the co-eds, my popularity
has been cynosural. I used to serve as a brief

respite from Spanish verbs or physics lab, and
listening to the exchange of male mundanities
was a welcome occupation to me. Now I’m
invaded by campus Casanovas whose only approach to Clark Gable lies in their oricular
appendages.
Many of them are green youths attempting
the smoothie role, and the only thing I have
to say on the subject is that the effort is not

me, kind fate had decreed for me some plan
in all this active passivity. It’s sort of lonely at
times, especially when the young voices are
still, and darkness settles down. But here...
this melancholy is misplaced on our U. D.

campus. I’ve a lot to hope for before I crumble
to ruin... because today we live both yesterday
and tomorrow.

—KAYE HEROLD.

RED CAPS
In the autumn of the year when yellow and
red leaves float gently earthward, other bits

of bright red go gaily bobbing about the landscape atop the heads of a sad looking group of
individuals, the freshman class of the the
University of Dayton.
We who suffer in this atrocious manner know
only too well the effect our “red badges of

courage” have upon the passing population.
Grownups grin broadly at us, upper classmen
leer at us, and we clash weirdly with our
surroundings.
Just what is a poor girl to do with a red hat
when she has an almost exclusively green wardrobe? She looks and feels as uncomfortable as
a chameleon on a patchwork quilt. On the
other hand, I shudder to think of the conse-

quences occasioned by the arrival of a freshman boy at a railroad depot. He’d probably be

worth the effect thus far produced. But this

pressed into speedy but unwilling service as a

curious human type is not in the majority.

baggage carrier.

The perfectly harmless specimens of normality
are by no means lacking. These hopeful educatables, a motely crowd ranging from the con-

There’s one more disadvantage to our toppers which bothers me even more than any of
the others. This is the fact that I recently
caught the worst cold I’ve had in years, simply
from wearing a hat when I’m not used to them.
I used to go blissfully about with the wind
whistling in my ears and through my hair. Now
I walk abroad looking several times worse
than a peeled onion, and feeling as plugged up
as a busy switchboard. At least, however, when
Thanksgiving day arrives and I can doff the
pesky little piece of felt, I’1] have something for

sciously dignified senior to the frisky freshman,

gather beneath my walls to air their respective
views on life in general .. . in particular. And
it’s fun listening to them. Why I’ve sat in on
conferences that would put World Peace plans
to shame. Their grasp on the economic and

political world today, on the realization of the
potent force of international issues, is remarkable. They’re a healthy, keen lot, anxious to
carve their niche.

which to be truly thankful.
—BETTY WILSON.
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CAMPUS LIFE

behold, what a sight greets you if you are like

me. The box is so full of dust that you will soon

Ask any campus student and he will tell you
that two-thirds of your life is wasted if you

have to dust it to make room for that monthy

are an off-campus student. His reason is found
in the one word, “friendship.’”’ The off-campus

you received a letter you always look in the
box to see if by chance a mistake was made

student may make some acquaintances but they
do not compare with those made by the campus
students. After living with one of the finest

and something was put in your box. If there

group of fellows you come to the conclusion that
there is nothing better than good friendships.

letter. No matter how long it has been since

is, it probably is the “Commonweal” or the
‘““America.’”’ Once in a while you do receive a
letter and this requires a special ceremony if
the letter is from home. When opening the

envelope you must be careful not to tear too
Going to college is for most students the first
time they are away from home, and do some of
the freshmen show it! For the first two weeks
they go around with that lost look on their
faces and the surest signs of their blues is that

they haunt the postoffice. This soon wears off,

far for fear of damaging something inside.

Then you take the letter out and shake the
envelope very carefully, looking for something
green. If nothing falls you unfold the letter
very carefully. O what a feeling of joy because
there is a five in it.

however, and then they come out of their

depression and the fireworks begin. I can remember some of the cracks from my freshman
|

year. Manning: “Cleveland is the place to live.
I lived there twenty years of my life, and I
ought to know. Isn’t that right, Monroe?” And
another, ““‘Why Santa Fe is 7000 feet above sealevel; it is not all desert, is it, Garcia?” and of

When class is out you proceed back to your

room to sleep or do that work that the English
and sociology profs so freely hand out. On

course Garcia upholds Martinez. ‘“‘Now in Philadelphia,” I start out and that is where I end

Mondays we have the intramural basketball
games and on Wednesday the bowling tournament takes up the afternoon. On some of the
other afternoons the boys go to a show. If you
want to know what shows are in town and
which are good just ask Tom Manning.

for some one cuts in with “Get out, you do not
live in Philadelphia, you live out in the sticks
somewhere.” Then Baujan can be depended
upon to come in with his ‘“Beardstown, the capital of the world,” though he will not tell you of
what world. And on and on it goes with none
of them getting anywhere but satisfied just as |
long as each has his say.

thirty. During this time we play cards or pool
or listen to Gus Quatman trying to play the
piano and sing at the same time, or play Niehaus’
great game of monopoly. Then the bells rings
at seven-thirty and you are supposed to go to
your room and study and not wander about

The average school day begins with the

alarm. I get up and shut it off for that five
minutes of extra sleep. At ten minutes of eight

Manning comes in and wakes me out of a
perfectly good sleep with the news that I have
military at eight and if I go in sleepy it will
mean two demerits. The big event of the morning is the trip to the mail box. This is best
enjoyed when you have plenty of time. First
you look in all your friends’ boxes to see who

does not have any mail for misery loves company. Then you walk past your own box several
times to build up the suspense. Next you sit in
the corner for a while and think of who the
sender would be if you would geta letter.

After this is all figured out you sneak quietly
up to your box and take a quick peep. Lo and
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After supper we have recreation until seven-

the hall until the prefect catches up to you. I
guess the reasons why the wanderers go to their
rooms are to write letters or listen to a radio
program that no one else would turn to or once
in a while to study.
The monotony of college life is always
broken by playful pranks like some one stealing
your key while you are in the shower and locking you out of your room. But I will not write
any more about these pranks because I do not
want to give the freshmen any ideas. There
is a lot of fun living on the campus of the
University of Dayton and when the time comes
to leave the campus I know that I will miss the
company of the fine set of fellows that I got
to know during my four years at Dayton.
—LESTER GIAMBRONE.
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FIFTY YEARS OF FOOTBALL
Both the “old gray mare” and football “‘ain’t
what they used to be!” With age, both have
settled down to arespectable, more sensible

tackle did more harm to the defender than it
did to the ball-carrier. For with the ball-carrier
wearing a heavy, black horsehair jacket, the

existence. Especially in the case of football,

tackler was almost certain to have his finger
nails pulled out by the roots, if he was foolish
enough to snatch at the runner’s body. Which

has the passing of years wrought the greater
changes; the players of our generation should
thank God on their knees for this!

experience made one feel like a Roman martyr.
Of course, there were also “hair pullings,”
free-for-alls, mob violence, and fun in general.

In and around 1886, the length of the field
between goal lines was 110 yards, not 100 as it
is today. The playing field was divided into ten
yard stretches, but without the present-day
five-yard stripe. There were no linesmen, and
no distance markers. And this very fact often
gave the referee many hectic moments. For in
lieu of the line marker, the officials used a

The rules, however, have changed much more
than the spirit of the game has. Chief among
these is the introduction of the forward pass,
kickoff, establishment of a neutral zone between lines, change in downs (4 down for 10
yards in place of 3 for 5) and other less im-

handkerchief to keep the position of the ball
and the main asset of a good footballer in those
days was to be able to kick the handkerchief as
well as the pigskin. However, there was some
semblance between our grandfathers’ teams
and ours. They used eleven men and their
game at least was divided into parts. The halves
were each of 45 minutes with no quarters even
thought of—thus keeping the team playing for
three quarters of an hour without rest. But the
players didn’t seem to mind it in the least, in
fact they played two or more games every
week, with usually the same men in the lineups
of both games. And the games were really such
fun!
Outfitted in jerseys and shorts, with no pads
and no head-covering except that provided by
a bushy mop of hair (which crop had been
started four months previous to the season),
the “boys” were ready for good (clean?) fun.
The main idea of the game, then as now, was
simply for the defensive team to prevent the
offensive team from scoring. But there was
no organized defense or offense—the two
lines simply “slugged” it out while the backs
tackled each other around the neck.
The
“neck-tackle”’ was popular for several reasons:
first,

it was forbidden,
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and

second,

a

body

portant improvements. Two of the most interesting changes concern the kickoff and the outof-bounds rules. Formerly, on the kickoff, the
kicker merely touched the ball with his foot
and then tossed it back to his own man for a
flying wedge play down the field. So in reality
it was merely a fake kick. As for the off-side
ruling—when the ball went out of bounds in
1886, the two teams formed on the side-line;
the ball was thrown in, and the scramble was
on. The unluckiest man got the ball. Though
the sight of a player carrying his own man
seems ludicrous today, it was the established
custom two score and ten years ago. Some backs
even had leather handles sewed onto their
jackets to facilitate “pickup and delivery.”
Today, scenes such as were found in 1886
would keep the stands in an uproar and the
S. P. C. P. (Society for Prevention of Cruelty to
Football Players) in a ‘lather’; still there must
have been enough thrills and sport in the game

to keep the whole world ‘football conscious”
and to bring the more mild “kid-brother’”’ of
real football down to this generation. The same
thrills, the same sport is still in the game and

the ideal of every player is to be the same
sort of a man that ‘“‘tore up the field” in 1886.
Heaven help us!

—ERNEST SHARPE.
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